In this note, a new robust nonlinear output feedback variable structure controller is first systematically and generally designed for the output control of more affine uncertain nonlinear systems with mismatched uncertainties and matched disturbance. A transformed integral output feedback sliding surface with a most simple form is applied in order to remove the reaching phase problems. The closed loop exponential stability and the existence condition of the sliding mode on the integral output feedback sliding surface is investigated with a corresponding output feedback control input in Theorem 1. For practical application the continuous implementation of the control input is made by the modified saturation function. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is verified through a design example and simulation study.
I . I n t r o duc tio
where ∈  is the state,  is its initial state, 
where 
where The equivalent control input is obtained using
This control input can not be implemented because of the uncertainties and disturbances. The ideal sliding mode dynamics of the output feedback integral sliding surface (8) can be derived by the equivalent control approach [16] as
and from     , the another ideal sliding mode dynamics is obtained as [30]               (14) where
The solution of (12) or (14) identically defines the output feedback integral sliding surface. Hence to design the output feedback integral sliding surface as stable, this ideal sliding dynamics (9) is designed to be stable. To choose the stable gain based on the Lyapunov stability theory, the ideal sliding dynamics (9) is represented by the nominal plant of (2) as
To select the stable gain, take a Lyapunov function candidate as
The derivative of (11) becomes
If take the control input as      (18) and    for   ∈
Therefore the stable gain is chosen as
3. Control Input A corresponding control input is proposed as follows:
where  is a nonlinear output feedback gain satisfying the relationship (10), ∆ is a switching gain of the state,   is a feedback gain of the output feedback integral sliding surface, and   is a switching gain, respectively as (27) The real sliding dynamics by the proposed control 
where the nominal matrices  ,  and  , the unmatched system matrix uncertainties and matched imput matrix uncertainties and matched disturbance are
The eigenvalues of open loop system matrix A are -2.6920, -2.3569, and 2.0489, hence A is unstable.
The unmatched system matrix uncertainties and matched input matrix uncertainties and matched disturbance satisfy the (210) 
where
The control gains in (22), (24)- (27) are selected as follows: 
